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We present a Banach space X with a biorthogonal system {bn, f n } , 
bnÇzX, fn(E.X*f fi(bj) = 8ij, in which {&»} is fundamental, i.e., X is 
its linear closure, but {bn} is not a Toeplitz basis. We call {bn} a 
Toeplitz basis if there exists a regular matrix A such that for each 
x&X, ^2fn(x)bn is ^4-summable to x. I t will be clear that {bn} is 
not a Toeplitz basis even if the method of summability is consider
ably more general than a matrix. 

An example in which X is a non-Banach F space is given in [4, 
Theorem 13]. Toeplitz bases were introduced in [ l ] , [2], 

A series ^un is said to be weakly Cauchy if for every continuous 
linear functional ƒ, Jjf(un) is convergent. 

LEMMA 1. Let X be a linear topological space with a biorthogonal sys
tem {bn, fn\* Suppose that there exists x^X such that ^2fn(xo)bn is 
weakly Cauchy. Then if {bn} is a Toeplitz basis, ^2fn(xo)bn must con
verge weakly to xo. 

For any / £ X * , ^2fn(xo)f(bn) is convergent. I t must converge to 
f(xo) since, for some regular matrix A, it is ^4-summable to f(xo). 

The full force of the hypothesis is not used. I t can be considerably 
weakened. 

From Lemma 1 it follows tha t the promised example will be ful
filled by an example of a Banach space X of sequences x = {xn} in 
which, for each n, fn(x) =xn defines fn(E.X*; in which {Sn-} is funda
mental, where 51 = (1, 0, 0, • • • ), ô2 = (0, 1, 0, • • • ), • • • ; in which 
2 ô n is weakly Cauchy; but in which ]T)ôn does not converge weakly 
to 1. 

Let B — (bnk) be a matrix which is a triangle, i.e., ônn^O, &w& = 0 for 
k>n\ which is coregular, i.e., x(B)z=\imB 1— ]C ^ m * ^fc^() where 
limjBx = limw ^kbnkXk) for which {ôn} is fundamental in cB 

= {x: x is B summable}, \\x\\ = sup n | ]T)fc bnkXk\ ; but which has the 
property tha t no regular matrix D has CD = CB. (See [3, p. 657] for an 
example.) 

Then ]T)5n is weakly Cauchy since cB has a weaker topology than 
tha t of Co, the space of null sequences with ||#|| = sup | xn\, and, in the 
latter space ]£§ n is weakly Cauchy. 

If {5n} were a Toeplitz basis, by Lemma 1, we should have ]T)ön 
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converging weakly to 1. Since limp G c% this would yield xiP) — 0> 
contradicting the fact that B is coregular. 

Since cB is congruent with c, the space of convergent sequences 
with \\x\\ =sup \xn\ we have proved the following result. 

THEOREM 1. The space c has a biorthogonal system {bn, fn} in which 
{bn} is fundamental but is not a Toeplitz basis. 
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